Synaptic organization of primary axons in trigeminal nucleus oralis.
This report examines the morphology and synaptic connections of small-diameter primary trigeminal axons that terminate in the border zone (BZ) and ventrolateral (VL) subdivisions of rat trigeminal nucleus oralis (Vo). Primary axons were made visible for light and electron microscopic analysis by utilizing the method of anterograde transport of horseradish peroxidase. BZ receives the terminal arborizations of two different populations of small-diameter primary axons. One of these arises from unmyelinated parent fibers and terminates in the dorsal one-half of BZ, while the other has small myelinated parent branches that arborize throughout the subdivision. Terminating within VL are the arbors of a second population of small myelinated primary axons. The endings of all three populations of primary axons lie in synaptic glomeruli. Endings in both subdivisions derived from small myelinated parent fibers lie centrally in glomeruli. Those in VL form axodendritic synapses on numerous dendritic shafts and spines, while endings in BZ glomeruli make at least one axodendritic synapse on one or two dendritic shafts. Endings of unmyelinated primary axons in BZ lie at the periphery of glomeruli where each forms a single axodendritic synapse on a central dendrite. It is at these asymmetrical axodendritic synapses that these three populations of primary axons are thought to transfer their inputs directly to the dendritic arbors of second-order BZ and VL neurons. Common to all three glomeruli is one or more small axonal endings filled with flattened synaptic vesicles that establish axoaxonic synapses on the primary ending as well as axodendritic synapses on the dendritic element(s) receiving primary input. In view of their symmetrical to intermediate synaptic contacts, these endings are thought to belong to axons derived from at least one source that can inhibit or diminish the firing rate of second-order BZ and VL neurons in response to primary input.